This essay argues that William Gibson's novel Pattern Recognition (the first volume of his Blue Ant Trilogy) borrows from Pynchon's The Crying of Lot 49 as regards plot, character, narration, structure, imagery, and theme, even as it transforms these elements to reflect a post-9/11 world. The essay particularly focuses, however, on the fear and anxiety experienced by the protagonists, Pynchon's Oedipa Maas and Gibson's Cayce Pollard, who are among the very few female sleuths to appear in postmodernist metaphysical detective stories. It argues that Pynchon and Gibson modeled their narratives on female gothic novels in which a heroine discovers evidence of a conspiracy against her but cannot determine whether it exists or whether she imagined it. The essay thus offers a new context in which to read Pynchon's novel, in terms of both genre and gender, as well as extensive evidence of its impact on Gibson. At the same time, the essay argues, using the examples of Pynchon's and Gibson's novels, that the female gothic genre has been an important influence on the metaphysical detective story, especially its depiction of investigators who project their own interpretations onto insoluble mysteries.
1
The gothic, a popular narrative tradition that first appeared in the late eighteenth century, is "a literature of fear and nightmare which shows special interest in the underside of humanity: the evil within the psyche and the disintegration of subjectivity." 6 Typically, it features ancient dwellings, brooding villains, persecuted heroines, supernatural occurrences, familial curses, and shadowy secrets from the past that haunt the present. It was the direct antecedent of detective fiction, as the setting of the very first detective story-an antique mansion where Edgar Allan Poe's protagonist, the eccentric C. Auguste Dupin, resides in artificial darkness-clearly suggests. 7 Poe was well versed in gothic devices, tropes, and themes. "The Man of the Crowd," which immediately preceded that initial detective story, "The Murders in the Rue Morgue,"
even features a narrator who cannot solve "the hideousness of mysteries that do not suffer themselves to be revealed," despite approaching them as a detective. Poe's later tales of ratiocination systematically explain such enigmas, however.
8
Whether or not those mysteries could be elucidated had been an issue in gothic literature from the beginning. Positions on this question diverged according to the author's gender. The male gothic was typified by Horace Walpole's The Castle of Otranto and Matthew Lewis's The Monk, which anticipated contemporary horror by emphasizing blood, violence, and physical disgust. 9 The female gothic was 6 Routledge Encyclopedia of Narrative Theory, ed. David Herman, Manfred Jahn, and Marie-Laure Ryan (New York: Routledge, 2010), 208-209 . In this essay, I focus on gothic fiction rather than on other cultural manifestations of the gothic. 7 Edgar Allan Poe, "The Murders in the Rue Morgue" (1841), in Poetry and Tales, ed. Patrick F. Quinn (New York: Library of America, 1984) , 397-431. Gothic settings appear in later detective stories, too, from the stately homes of the Golden Age to the Sternwood mansion (with its stained-glass window depicting a medieval quest) in Raymond Chandler, The Big Sleep (1939; New York: Vintage, 1998 Radcliffe's posthumously published essay, "On the Supernatural in Poetry," contrasts the amorphous psychological dread evoked by such literature with the explicit horror aroused by Walpole's or Lewis's novels. "Terror and horror are so far opposite," she declares, "that the first expands the soul, and awakens the faculties to a high degree of life; the second contracts, freezes, and nearly annihilates them."
12
The reason for this disparity, Radcliffe implies, is that the mind can find no rational basis for its sense of foreboding: "where lies the great difference between terror and horror, but in the uncertainty and obscurity, which accompanies the first, regarding the dreaded evil?" 13 Terror produces a sublime effect precisely because it is inexplicable, forcing the mind to devise various scenarios to justify this feeling although it is unable to confirm any of them. 14 Indeed, the female gothic usually features a heroine who discovers evidence of sinister machinations against her, but whom no Like a gothic heroine, however, Oedipa lacks trustworthy male guidance. The plot commences with her discovery that she has been named executor of the estate of an ex-boyfriend, "one Pierce Inverarity, a California real estate mogul who had once lost two million dollars in his spare time but still had assets numerous and tangled enough to make the job of sorting it all out more than honorary" (9). Neither Oedipa's depressed husband nor her paranoid attorney offers any help. Nor does her co-executor, a lawyer more interested in seducing her than in settling the estate.
From the moment they meet, in fact, Oedipa suspects him of engineering "an elaborate, seduction, plot," one that might even involve paying the local television station to run a movie in which he starred as a child (33). She feels "rattled," "conned" (34), and "more and more angry" as his seduction proceeds (35). Female gothic heroines often suspect that men who claim to protect them are actually exploiting them, so much so that Joanna Russ titled her classic essay on this genre "Somebody's Trying to Kill Me and I Think It's My Husband." Indeed, most of the novel's male characters either abandon Oedipa or betray her. At one point she muses, "They are stripping away, one by one, my men," and summarizes their fates: her psychoanalyst goes mad; her husband turns on to LSD; her co-executor elopes with a teenager; and the director of The Courier's Tragedy, her "best guide" to the Tristero, kills himself (153). The first to forsake her, however, is Pierce, who serves as the novel's Byronic hero-a literary archetype, partly derived from a character in Radcliffe's The Italian, that appears again and again in the female gothic. Accordingly, Pierce is a powerful, charismatic male figure with ambiguous motives. Every manifestation of the Tristero that Oedipa discovers leads back to his estate. She even speculates that he may have concocted, or perpetrated, its existence in order to frighten her, trying "to survive death, as a Sweeney: Gothic Traces in the Metaphysical Detective Story 9 paranoia; as a pure conspiracy against someone he loved" (179). This disturbing dynamic reappears in Pynchon's later novel, Bleeding Edge, where the female detective becomes sexually and emotionally involved with an even more sinister male figure-a CIA agent, assassin, and torturer whom she nevertheless pities, and whose death plays an important role in that novel's structure as well.
In This technique places readers of The Crying of Lot 49 in the same position as the protagonist, unable to determine whether the Tristero "did exist, in its own right," or "was being presumed, perhaps fantasized by Oedipa" (109). In other words, she faces the gothic heroine's archetypal dilemma: has she discovered evidence of a sinister plot against her, or has she simply imagined it? The anonymous narrator warns readers, in fact, that Oedipa-rather like Catherine Moreland in Jane Austen's Northanger Abbey-has often viewed her own life in terms of just this kind of gothic text, picturing herself as "a captive maiden" who is trapped by "magic, anonymous and malignant, visited on her from outside and for no reason at all," and with no means to comprehend it but "fear and female cunning" (21). Now, as she tries to settle Pierce's estate, Oedipa responds to "clues, announcements, intimations" of the Tristero's possible existence in the same fashion (95). Pynchon's novel implies that this predicament amounts to paranoia-a condition also evoked by other characters' delusions and by references to a band called "The Paranoids" (27), to "the true paranoid" (128-29), and to "relative paranoia" (136). Bleeding Edge casts its female investigator, and its readers, in a similar situation. Although Maxine is shrewder and brasher than Oedipa, telling a client early in the novel that "paranoia's the garlic in life's kitchen, right, you can never have too much," she too worries about invisible pursuers, anonymous communications, and secret intentions. At one point, Maxine even compares herself to the quintessential gothic heroine, the inquisitive young bride who finds herself trapped inside "Bluebeard's Castle." 22 In The Crying of Lot 49, Oedipa's amateur detection is hindered by her inability to confirm such suspicions. When she asks the director of The Courier's Tragedy why his production mentioned the Tristero, for example, he refuses to explain, warning that she "could put together clues, develop a thesis, or several," "waste [her] life that way and never touch the truth" (80). Oedipa nevertheless tries to "project a world" by connecting pieces of ambiguous evidence, even though in the process she seems to "bring something of herself" to the mystery (82, 90).
Ultimately, she devises four "symmetrical" explanations for her data, but realizes that "Either way, they'll call it paranoia. They." Maybe the Tristero is real, she tells herself. "Or you are hallucinating it. Or a plot has been mounted against you [. . .] so labyrinthine that it must have meaning beyond just a practical joke. Or you are fantasying some such plot" (171). At the end of the novel, she still cannot decide whether there is "[a]nother mode of meaning behind the obvious, or none. Either Oedipa in the orbiting ecstasy of a true paranoia, or a real Tristero" (182). This profound indeterminacy, which utterly undermines her sense of reality, resembles nothing so much as the sublime obscurities of terror that Radcliffe identified with the female gothic. 22 Pynchon, Bleeding Edge (New York: Penguin, 2013), 11, 193 . On "Bluebeard" as anticipating and epitomizing gothic novels, see Williams, Art of Darkness, 38-48. Gibson's novel is influenced by this tradition as well.
23 From the very beginning of Pattern Recognition, Cayce, like Oedipa, finds herself enmeshed in the same shadowy dread that Radcliffe described. In the opening paragraph, she is afflicted with jet lag, which she experiences as "the dire and ever-circling wolves of disrupted circadian rhythm," and as separation from her soul, now "leagues behind her, being reeled in on some ghostly umbilical down the vanished wake of the plane that brought her here" (1, 2). Although her jet lag passes, Cayce also suffers from an odd anxiety disorder resembling Oedipa's heightened sensitivity to the Tristero, which the narrator of are "simulacra of simulacra of simulacra" (18). On another occasion, she stares at a triptych of "big-eyed manga girls," their almost translucent images conveying "the uneasy hallucinatory suggestion of panic about to break through" (57). 25 Ironically, this "morbid and sometimes violent reactivity to the semiotics of the marketplace" is the very thing enabling Cayce to succeed as a coolhunter who can spot popular trends in advance (2). It generates so much speculation about its provenance that the "footageheads" form factions, including "Completists," who believe the snippets come from a completed film, and "Progressives," who believe they are a work in progress (49 
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Worm, "a sort of mascot of [her] anxiety"). 30 Cayce's inability to resolve such misgivings recalls earlier gothic heroines who cannot decide whether someone is plotting against them, or whether they are imagining it. At first she does not want to believe that somebody broke into her apartment, for example: "It seems bizarre, and impossible, and yet horribly, if barely, possible. Or is it all too very possible?" (42). Once
Cayce convinces herself it did happen, she realizes that in trying to confirm her suspicions-by pressing "redial" on her telephone and visiting a strange website in her browser history-she has erased the only evidence of an intruder. 335. In Hollis's case, the assignment drives her to a darkened bedroom for hours, overwhelmed by "a sudden stab of weird fear," a sense of being enmeshed in "something that might be at once hugely and esoterically dangerous." Eventually, curiosity induces her to pursue the mystery: "Whatever this was that Bigend was involved in, she thought, it was deep. Deep and possibly central. 
4
Although Oedipa's and Cayce's quests are similar, they conclude differently. In The
Crying of Lot 49, Oedipa never finds the certainty she seeks-at least, not within the novel, which ends shortly before the titular auction. In the final pages, she acknowledges that she may never solve the mystery, let alone determine whether the Tristero exists. Although Oedipa's paranoia evokes the ambiguous terrors of the female gothic, The Crying of Lot 49 violates that tradition by refusing to resolve matters.
Instead, it conforms to the practice of metaphysical detective stories, which emphasize "the absence, falseness, circularity, or self-defeating nature of any kind of closure 32 Cayce's mother believes that random noises on blank audiotapes are "the voices of the dead," reporting her findings via email. Cayce is so exasperated by "the banal, inchoate, utterly baffling nature of the supposed messages"-especially now that her mother claims they contain warnings from her father-that she deletes any email from her mother without reading it (192). 33 Pierce, Bigend, and Cayce's father, however, are all immune to apophenia and able to observe or exploit it in others. 34 Merivale and Sweeney, "The Game's Afoot, " 8. to the investigation." 35 Indeed, with its self-reflexive references to a mysterious "book bidder" who may represent the author (175); its intimations of apocalypse (the auctioneer raises his arms like "a descending angel"); its circular structure, whereby the last sentence, in which Oedipa awaits "the crying of lot 49," returns readers to the title page (183); its withholding of any explanation; and its insinuation that readers should now take the detective's place, trying to decipher Pynchon's text just as she tried to fathom the Tristero-the novel's ending seems to illustrate all the possible ways of concluding a metaphysical detective story.
In from her hospital bed. These cinematic scenes map an imaginary city formed like the letter "T"-perhaps an allusion to Pynchon's Tristero-which is the same shape as the fragment in her brain. Cayce not only discovers Nora's identity but even watches her silently working, indifferent to anything but the exquisite images she constructs.
The process by which Nora turns her pain into art resembles Cayce's own mourning for her father, which is also resolved in the ending-unlike Oedipa's attempts to understand either Pierce's intentions or his legacy in Pynchon's novel. A secret agent whom Cayce meets during her quest provides enough information about her father's whereabouts on 9/11 that she can finally accept his death, "[h]is very missingness becoming, somehow, him" (362).
In addition to explaining the very mysteries-the heroine's pursuit of an alternate form of discourse, and her attempt to comprehend a man's death-that remain Cayce's second rescue, in the Siberian wasteland, coincides with a spiritual breakdown in which her father's voice, whether real or imagined, keeps her alive until she is saved by a man whom she later marries. This episode mirrors the typical climax of a female gothic novel, as Williams describes it: the heroine "experiences a rebirth.
[. . .] Indeed, she is often almost literally reborn, rescued at the climax from the life- 38 As the novel draws to a close, two misfits whom Maxine introduced to each other, and who share a room in her home after being displaced by 9/11, tell her they are moving to Brooklyn, where they will live "together" and "separately"-a "Geek thing," one explains; Pynchon, Bleeding Edge, 387. The villain's wife, a Persephone figure, escapes his grasp and reunites with the mother from whom she was alienated for years. Maxine's estranged husband returns home, "rediscovering his quasi-ex-wife as an object of lust" (416). Maxine is a mother, too-indeed, one of the few female literary detectives with children-and on the last page her sons set out for school alone, apparently for the first time. This sense of ambiguous domesticity persists in the novel's final words, which can be read as either banal or ominous: "Neither looks back. She can watch them into the elevator at least" (477). 39 Readers learn, for example, that Bigend eventually created a "viral pitchman platform [. . .] based on pieces of anonymous footage being posted on the Net"; Gibson, Spook Country, 139. perhaps endless room, in a pool of warm light, a figure, seated, in a suit of Klein Blue.
As it turns, pale fur, muzzle rouged, the wooden painted teeth-." 40 This grotesque figure blends the human form of Bigend in his trademark suit-Cayce's and Hollis's ex-employer, whose monstrous appetite for knowledge and power expands over the course of the trilogy-with a stuffed, moth-eaten, "sinisterly festive" ferret on display in the lobby of Hollis's hotel. 41 The combination suggests some rough beast slouching toward the future. The last sentence of Zero History returns abruptly from this dream to reality: "She wakes beside Garreth's slow breathing, in their darkened room, the sheets against her skin." 42 Yet although her nightmare has ended, Hollis is left to brood over it alone in the dark, like any gothic heroine gripped by the vague fears she has imagined.
5
Oedipa Maas and Cayce Pollard are among the few female investigators to appear in metaphysical detective stories. In both The Crying of Lot 49 and Pattern Recognition, however, the woman's position as detective seems to conjure up another genre altogether: the female gothic, which emphasizes women's feelings of being exploited, seduced, persecuted, abandoned, and disbelieved. This phenomenon suggests a tendency in such narrative genres to identify women as victims-and hysterical victims, at that-even if they are assigned roles as detectives. At the same time, it links postmodernist female sleuths with earlier gothic heroines who also gathered ambiguous evidence, organized it into a coherent pattern, and speculated about its meaning. All of these affinities underscore the gothic's lingering influence on detective fiction.
More important, in both The Crying of Lot 49 and Pattern Recognition, as in the female gothic more generally, women's attempts to solve the mysteries confronting them are riddled with panic and uncertainty. Indeed, the heroine's predicament-perceiving a plot, but not knowing whether she has imagined it-is the same 40 Gibson, Zero History, 404. 41 Ibid., 4.
42 Ibid., 404. This final one-paragraph sentence echoes the last paragraph of Pattern Recognition: "She kisses his sleeping back and falls asleep" (367).
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predicament experienced, to some extent, by the protagonist of any metaphysical detective story. Even male detectives like Borges's Inspector Lönnrot, Eco's William of Baskerville, and Auster's Daniel Quinn find it difficult to separate themselves from the mental labyrinths in which they wander. Each of these men is eventually defeated, and figuratively unmanned, suggesting that metaphysical detective stories may draw upon elements of the female gothic in order to mock the ideology of masculinity in classic, Golden Age, and hard-boiled detective fiction. Although Oedipa and Cayce are notable for their disoriented detection, then, it turns out that the protagonist of every metaphysical detective story, whether male or female, also experiences the shadowy fears and projections that afflict gothic heroines. Readers of these texts inevitably encounter such sublime terror, too.
Someday, I hope, the metaphysical detective story will feature more female authors, characters, and protagonists. In the meantime, it continues to manifest the profound influence of a genre inherently associated with women. 43 
